Automation of test evolution project is an industry-oriented project that carried out together with Kredi Kayıt Burosu (KKB). KKB has a finance application called Findeks that is both available at web and mobile. Findeks application needs to be tested in order to improve the application quality and verify that application is working as designed. Findeks application consists of complex structures and many different pages. Therefore, a separate test case is required for each scenario to verify that the application is working correctly. Test cases often need an update. Constant breaking of test cases results in time and money loss at firm. That's why KKB needs an automated test tool for Findeks application which goes through each test scenario sequentially and automatically. In order to make an automated test tool, some integrations of software and algorithms will be done. Testing will be done via image processing, which is a sub-branch of machine learning. Basically, an image processing algorithm can locate UI elements and convert them into characters. In this way, automation is possible. Also, accuracy score is important to see whether the image processing algorithm did read the given image correctly. Another goal of the project is to compare different image processing algorithms and provide the best accuracy score. After the integration of different algorithms and software, automated test tool will be presented to the customer with a graphical user interface. Graphical user interface will make the tool easy to understand and user friendly.

OBJECTIVES
- Learning and applying OCR technologies (ResNet, Tesseract, easyOCR)
- Modifying & mixing OCR Technologies to have higher accuracy results
- Learning and implementing end to end UI testing via BDD and Selenium
- Learning to manipulate Document object model (DOM) inside web browsers
- Gathering all objectives into a GUI which is the final product

PROJECT DETAILS

In GUI, user can select two modes for opening an image. Firstly, local mode is available for processing the images stored at local computer. If an image is selected, it will be displayed at the GUI. Secondly, web mode is available to process an image screenshot taken from an active web browser. Different from local mode, web mode has two buttons. one for launching the browser and another for taking screenshot and processing the image. User can also select OCR algorithms before starting the process. There are five different OCR algorithms as follows: ResNet, Tesseract, easyOCR, ResNet-Tesseract and easyOCR-Tesseract. Each algorithm have a different structure which results in different accuracy scores in different cases. OCR separates into text detection and text recognition. Text detection is responsible for finding the text locations inside the given image. Text recognition is responsible for interpreting the image texts to written text. Found texts have an accuracy score for determining the correctness of text. First three algorithms ResNet, Tesseract and easyOCR does the text detection and text recognition sequentially. On the other hand, 4th algorithm firstly does text detection via ResNet, then Tesseract does the text recognition. Similarly, 5th algorithm firstly does text detection via easyOCR, then Tesseract does the text recognition. After selecting the algorithm and image, user can start the process. Process may take several seconds for one image. After some processing time, results are displayed at GUI.

CONCLUSIONS

Through the Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 Terms, most of the objectives and tasks for Automation of Test Evolution project have been accomplished. Related methodologies were learnt and applied onto project. As a result, project has a complete working image processing algorithms integrated with a graphical user interface. In addition to GUI and image processing algorithms, an automated testing tool Selenium is used for Test Automation Web Mode for opening web browsers. Also, behavior driven development (BDD) test cases were written. Also, BDD test cases are integrated with the project’s main software. Program can navigate through Findeks application’s pages using optical character recognition and Selenium web driver. Real time pictures of browser are given as input to ResNet OCR at each page change. Then, necessary coordinates are taken from OCR output and given to Selenium web browser. Selenium web browser does the interaction operations such as filling an input bar or clicking to a button. Various test cases written at a very close language to KKB’s used BDD definitions.
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